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An elephant, a waterfall, a tree. For award-winning nature photographer Marsel van Oosten, simplicity is the ultimate form of expression. Through singular subjects and pared-down motifs, he captures the beauty, diversity, and vulnerability of the natural world. This visually stunning volume begins with photographs from Africa before moving through all the continents. The alternations between landscapes and close-ups, color and black-and-white photographs, create a stunning, emotive journey across the planet we call home.

► Masterful images from the only photographer to date to have been named “Wildlife Photographer of the Year,” “International Nature Photographer of the Year,” and “Travel Photographer of the Year”

► For lovers of spectacular nature photography

► A gift with impact: Marsel van Oosten will donate part of the book proceeds to the Canopy Project, which plants trees all over the world
From the secluded mountain hut to the luxury ski chalet, to the resort reaching up to the sky, this unique and aspirational travel book presents the best mountain hotels around the world. Author Martin N. Kunz, an expert in the special hotel industry, shares detailed insider information, as well as thrilling photographs of these stunning mountain locations, from Aspen to the Atlas foothills, from the Himalayas to Machu Picchu. Bonus digital access take readers directly to each featured accommodation, where more pictures, videos, and sometimes even soundtracks, await.

- Breathtaking mountain regions—from Aspen and Machu Picchu to the Atlas Mountains and the Himalayas
- Alpine lodges, chic chalets, boutique hotels, and extraordinary resorts for unique nature experiences
- Detailed information and sensational photos on over 200 pages
- Including the link to the accompanying image recognition app, which provides further features

Martin N. Kunz  MOUNTAIN ESCAPES  The Finest Hotels and Retreats from the Alps to the Andes

24.5 x 31.4 cm / 9 1/8 x 12 3/8 in.  |  c. 256 pp.  |  Hardcover  
c. 300 color photographs  |  English / German  
ISBN 978-3-96171-246-5  |  € 60  $ 75  £ 50

Europe: March 2021 / Overseas: April 2021
VULNERABLE

In this stunning compilation of more than 160 images, photographer Olga Michi brings a new kind of portrait photography to endangered ethnic groups around the world. Her striking images seen in Vulnerable, present individuals against a black background, dramatically lit to focus on their dress, accessories, and individual expression.

These indigenous peoples represent some of the most unique cultures in a hyper-globalized world, and an emotional reminder that they are our fellow human beings and singular personalities. And starkly, the rifles, cartridge cases, plastic objects and cell phones that also appear in Michi’s pictures acknowledge the fragility of their way of life.

▸ A reflective and illuminating project from “extreme photographer” Olga Michi

▸ Arresting portraits from remote indigenous cultures

▸ More than 160 collectible photographs of profound impact

Olga Michi  VULNERABLE
24.5 x 31.4 cm / 9 ⅖ x 12 ⅞ in. | 240 pp. | Hardcover
164 color photographs | English / German
ISBN 978-3-96171-298-4 | € 50  $ 65  £ 45

Europe: available / Overseas: January 2021
There are exactly two black rhinos left in the world, a subspecies of the white rhino, the very last of their kind. In this deeply poignant tribute, photographer Joachim Schmeisser presents these rhinos as well as other wild animals in the Amboseli National Park in Kenya, where Maasai tribespeople ensure that nobody endangers them. With his breathtaking black-and-white images, Schmeisser brings us up close to these extraordinary and endangered creatures, creating a powerful document of nature’s splendor and fragility.

From the photographer behind *Elephants in Heaven*

Remarkable, intimate pictures that bring us up close to Africa’s “Big Five”

A tribute and a warning cry, showing some of the most endangered animals on earth
METROPOLITAN LUXURY

The wait is finally over! After the success of his first coffee table book, Interior Design, Eric Kuster presents a new volume of his luxurious interior projects. In Metropolitan Luxury, world-renowned interior designer Eric Kuster presents his latest interior projects, spanning exclusive private apartments, villas, skyline penthouses, and exclusive gyms. This stunning interiors portfolio, like the Dutch designer himself, is defined by its boundless creativity as much as its meticulous attention to detail: properties are custom-designed to the client’s wishes and requirements and leave nothing to chance. From color schemes to fabric choices, to the selection and arrangement of furniture, everything comes together in a harmonious scheme that is always unique, yet unmistakably Eric Kuster.

Eric Kuster has rapidly ascended to the top tier of interior designers, working with a number of prominent clients around the globe. With his label, Metropolitan Luxury, Kuster designs furniture, fabrics, fragrances, and other exclusive products.

“A new book from Dutch interior designer and Instagram star, Eric Kuster

“A high-design object unto itself, this outstanding source book is filled with interiors advice and ideas

Inspiration for color schemes, fabrics, room layout, and furniture

Eric Kuster   METROPOLITAN LUXURY

28 x 36 cm / 11 x 14 1/4 in. | 304 pp. | Hardcover
280 color photographs | English
ISBN 978-3-96171-259-5 | € 60  $ 75  £ 50

Europe: available / Overseas: January 2021
You can put an armchair next to a sofa and a chair next to a table. But you can also bring walls to life, craft a magical diorama, and build an artistic domestic kingdom! With over 200 pages, this lavishly-illustrated interiors book is packed full of design ideas to help you add comfort and creativity to your home. Brilliant photography and detailed descriptions show you the latest and greatest collaborations from architecture and interior design around the globe—on trend or avant-garde, all showcase elegance, style, and imagination.

- Large format coffee table book, with over 200 pages of interior design inspiration from around the world
- Glossy photographs of interiors, accompanied by detailed product and location descriptions
- Inspiration for every design aficionado: residential and office spaces, hotels, restaurants and airport lounges are presented
- Filled with design tips, so your dream home becomes a habitable dream
THE WATCH BOOK
MORE THAN TIME

From stopwatches and alarms, to world clocks and calendar functions, to tourbillons that counter the effects of gravity, these so-called complications have been the crowning glory of fine watchmaking for centuries. The Watch Book – More than Time is an illustrated compendium of watchmaking that explores these most intricate elements of the horologist’s craft through timing, astronomy, and striking. This volume is a unique and impressive addition to the book market and a lavish tribute to the mastery of horology.

▼ A comprehensive look at the highest discipline of watchmaking: the complications

▼ From bestselling author and watch expert, Gisbert L. Brunner

▼ A perfect gift for watch connoisseurs and watch collectors

Gisbert L. Brunner  THE WATCH BOOK – MORE THAN TIME
24.5 x 31.4 cm / 9 ⅜ x 12 ⅞ in. | 224 pp. | Hardcover
483 color and b/w photographs | English / German
ISBN 978-3-96171-277-9 | € 60  $ 75  £ 50

Europe: available / Overseas: January 2021
Whether as stylish accessory or sartorial statement piece, men's hats are back in fashion and more varied than ever before.

Offering some 200 pages of headwear style, this extensive book of hats is the must-have sourcebook for fashion-forward men. From the trilby to the beanie, the flat cap to the fedora, explore more than 1,000 years of men's hat history, from function to fashion statement to political statement and beyond, and discover the bountiful variety of designs, shapes, and fabrics you can put on your head!

About 200 pages of original, elegant, and casual hat models

The styling compendium for the modern gentleman

Hats are trendy

Pierre Toromanoff  CHAPEAU!
The Ultimate Guide to Men's Hats
19.5 x 24 cm / 7 1/3 x 9 7/16 in. | 192 pp. | Hardcover
c. 150 color and b/w photographs | English / German

Europe: available / Overseas: January 2021
Ever heard of the Hanomag Autobahn? L’Œuf électrique or the Stutz Bearcat? If so, you’re a car enthusiast with super specialist knowledge. If not, you are in for a beautiful surprise, 50 times over! In this richly illustrated book, renowned car photographer Michel Zumbrunn captures near-forgotten automobiles. Each of these unique cars is no longer manufactured, either because the manufacturer no longer exists or because the model was literally “lost,” like the Bugatti Brescia found at the bottom of Lake Maggiore after some 75 years.

▶ 50 exquisite classic cars, perfectly staged by photographer Michel Zumbrunn

▶ 50 fascinating stories, recounted by the classic car expert Axel Catton

▶ Cars of the rich and famous, from Marilyn Monroe to Nicholas II, the last Russian Tsar

▶ A treasure trove for car lovers and classic car enthusiasts
One of the most successful car titles of the last decade, The Porsche 911 Book is back with a new format and an irresistible price tag! This must-have Porsche book celebrates the unique history of this iconic sports car from its launch at the IAA 1963 to the present day.

Photography from René Staud, one of the most renowned car photographers, captures every detail of each 911 model variant, honoring the car’s unique and unmistakable design language—inside and out.

»50 years of the world’s best-loved sports car«
Mail on Sunday, UK

► Revised and updated edition of the 2013 bestseller
► New format, new content, new price
► Success factor one: Porsche 911 remains the epitome of the sports car
► Success factor two: René Staud, one of the most renowned automobile photographers

René Staud  THE PORSCHE 911 BOOK
New Revised Edition
19.5 x 24 cm / 7 1/3 x 9 3/4 in.  | 192 pp.  | Hardcover
120 color and b/w photographs  | English / German / French
ISBN 978-3-96171-309-7  | € 19.90  $ 35  £ 15

Europe: available / Overseas: January 2021
Say “vroom” to the expanded edition of our BMW bestseller! No other book on the market shows the allure of BMW motorcycles in such a large format and wide variety. Discover the motorbike’s near 100-year history through groundbreaking BMW models, trend-setting innovations, major motorbiking milestones, rallies, and racing triumphs.

- Fully authorized history of the BMW motorbike
- Revised and updated edition with 350 photographs
- All the latest innovations, including the upcoming R18 model

Also available:

**BMW MOTORRAD** Make Life a Ride
Revised and Extended Edition
27 x 36 cm / 10 7/8 x 14 1/6 in. | 336 pp. | Hardcover
190 color and 155 b/w photographs | English/German
ISBN 978-3-96171-273-1 | € 50 $ 65 £ 45

Europe: available / Overseas: January 2021
What makes dogs so unique? They are the only species that favor the company of humans over their own kind.

A dog looks at us with a deep understanding and empathy perhaps greater than our own. In this charming book of dog photography, Vincent Lagrange records this treasured intimacy with our four-legged friends.

Applying the techniques of portrait photography, which he learned in his youth at his father Marc Lagrange’s studio, he captures our canine counterparts in crisp, perfectly illuminated pictures that allow their own soulful personalities to shine through.

- First book of dog photography by Vincent Lagrange
- Magnificent canine portraits full of tenderness and personality
- Following in the footsteps of bestselling photographer Marc Lagrange
Dogs are only human, aren’t they? This irresistible dog book by Sandra Müller combines refined canine portrait photography with a fun and loving look at our four-legged friends outfitted in different costumes to uncannily reveal their humanlike personalities—whether a giant schnauzer or pug, pedigree dog or characterful cross-breed. For every dog portrait, there is a humorous accompanying text about their chosen outfit. Pug Gisbert, for example, would certainly be a medic in the human world: you only need to call out the vet’s name “Dr. Uwe” and Gisbert is already crazy with excitement.

► 83 dog portraits full of creativity and humor
► Our four-pawed friends seen as human types in a variety of hilarious and astute guises
► A delightful gift book for all dog lovers and dog owners

Sandra Müller  DOG PEOPLE
Bestseller in handy format
18.7 x 24 cm / 7 ⅞ x 9 ⅜ in. | 176 pp. | Hardcover
160 color photographs | English / German / French

Europe: January 2021 / Overseas: February 2021
There is only one bird species that hunts in summer and rears its young in winter: the Emperor Penguin. These extraordinary animals survive the relentless Antarctic climate, braving an average temperature of -49 degrees Celsius, thanks to their special adaptation to the cold, as well as their loving, attentive, and helpful interaction with each other and with their offspring.

For this impressive penguin book, award-winning photographer and physicist, Stefan Christmann, accompanied a penguin colony in Antarctica for 23 months, capturing different stages of their lives. His sensitive images are a beautiful document of penguin behavior, as well as the rugged, hostile ice landscapes they call home.

► 126 images from Wildlife Photographer of the Year winner, Stefan Christmann

► The life of emperor penguins in different phases: from finding a partner to raising young penguins

► Personal experiences showed by the photographer and his insights into the mystical Antarctic winter

Stefan Christmann  PENGUIN  A Story of Survival
24.5 x 31.4 cm / 9 5/8 x 12 3/8 in. | 216 pp. | Hardcover
126 color photographs | English / German

Europe: available / Overseas: January 2021
How long does it take for a frog to develop four legs? And when does a canary first open its eyes? In this charming and original photo book, Dutch photographer Marionneke Willemsen uses studio-style images to transform zoological facts into a highly poetic document of becoming and growing on our planet. Starting with dogs, cats, and guinea pigs and moving right through to reptiles and fish, Willemsen photographs different animals during the very first weeks of their lives, capturing the wonder and fragility of new life and celebrating the diversity of the natural world.

► A different kind of baby album
► A beautiful document of the diversity and fragility of life
► A perfect gift with educational impact for both young and old

Marloneke Willemsen  GROWING  How animals come into our world
22.3 x 28.7 cm / 8 3/4 x 11 1/3 in.  |  192 pp.  | Hardcover
| c. 140 color photographs  | English / German
Europe: April 2021 / Overseas: May 2021
What would an animal look like if it were a human? The question is actually a contradiction in terms, and Tein Lucasson’s answer is as humorous as it is creative. With digital photo technology, he combines pet portraits with human poses, celebrating each animal’s unique personality, while drawing on his passion for costume and art history.

Open up Animal and discover a raccoon sporting a sailor’s suit, an aristocratic pig enthroned above a roulette table, and a giraffe grinning in its thick wool sweater.

► A delightful and humourous book for pet and animal lovers
► Features 88 Old Masters’ style animal pictures and a portrait of a shy boy
► Humorous and philosophical texts about different animal characters
Colours and Faces of India

Hands that tell stories, a sparkle in the eyes, or wrinkles on the face inscribing a whole life lived. In this new book of street photography in India, David Krasnostein captures the experiences and histories of everyday people.

His striking images are prefaced by an Introduction describing his photographic practice, as well as the Indian culture, religion, and rituals he has come to know and love.

▶ A delightful photography book for lovers of India
▶ Impressive photographs of people and places from across the country
▶ With an illuminating Introduction by the photographer
See China in a whole new light. For several years, Luxembourgish photographer and travel journalist Annette Morheng has documented everyday life in the Middle Kingdom, a country where tradition and progress constantly collide. Gathered together in this vibrant new illustrated book, her pictures document Chinese people, villages, and hutongs; temples and skyscrapers; natural wonders and mega metropolises; the most remote provinces and diverse ethnic groups. With an eye for authentic details and interactions, Morheng captures the rapid change, local customs, and internationality that make up China today. With immersive first-hand reports accompanying the images, this reportage looks beyond the traditional tourist gaze and leading media narratives to explore a China rich with nature, culture and people!

▶ Look behind the walls of this mysterious nation
▶ Authentic photographs and reportage, taken over many years of Chinese travel
▶ Goes beyond the official image and tourist lens to show daily Chinese life and the interplay of old and new

Annette Morheng  CHINA  Happiness Behind the Wall
24.5 x 31.4 cm / 9 13/16 x 12 11/16 in.  |  c. 176 pp.  | Hardcover
8 c. 140 color photographs | English / German
ISBN 978-3-96171-305-9 | € 39.90  $ 55  £ 35

Europe: April 2021 / Overseas: May 2021
A bright white temple as if carved from ice. Statues in candlelit caves. Massive red monastery walls in the midst of majestic mountains. In this beautiful book of travel photography, Christoph Mohr presents the most sacred places of Buddhism. Across Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, China, Tibet, Ladakh, Zanskar, and other Asian regions, Mohr shows Buddhist temples, monasteries, sacred mountains, and illuminates the life of the historical Buddha. The images are accompanied by texts from Oliver Fülling, sharing the basics of Buddhism and everyday Buddhist practice and rituals.

More than 240 photographs of Buddhist culture across Asia

A book of travel photography and a visual introduction to the life of the historical Buddha

Sharing the spirituality of Buddhist monasteries, temples, sacred mountains, and other sites

Christoph Mohr & Oliver Fülling  SACRED SPACES  The Holy Sites of Buddhism
24.5 x 31.4 cm / 9 5/8 x 12 1/8 in. | 192 pp. | Hardcover
c. 240 color and b/w photographs | English
ISBN 978-3-96171-311-0 | € 39.90  $ 55  £ 35

Europe: March 2021 / Overseas: April 2021
Traveling made sustainable and tasty! If you want to discover stunning new destinations along with creative vegetarian or vegan cuisine, these over 50 veggie and vegan hotels and guest houses are for you. Of the several hundred hotels that have joined the VeggieHotels® and VeganWelcome® labels, these outstanding vegetarian and plant based-accommodations are at the top of the list, ensuring you can stay mindful in your nutrition wherever you choose to travel, from a Tuscan country estate to the wellness resort in Bali, a vegan surf camp to an urban design hotel or Ayurveda retreats. Each featured hotel is presented with practical information and great photos to get your taste buds excited.

▶ The very best vegetarian and vegan hotels and accommodations
▶ An essential guide to healthy eating and more sustainable travel choices
▶ With fantastic photography, detailed information, and bonus recipes from hotel chefs!

VEGGIE HOTELS  The Joy of Vegetarian Vacations
Updated reprint in handy size
22.3 x 28.7 cm / 8¾ x 11⅞ in. | 224 pp. | Hardcover
c. 440 color photographs | English/German
ISBN 978-3-96171-314-1 | € 29.90  £ 25

Europe: February 2021 / Not available in North America
Iran may no longer be an insider secret, but it’s still a lesser-known travel destination. Renowned for its culture of hospitality, the country has seen a blossoming of stunning and creative hotels in the last years, just waiting to be discovered by international visitors.

This beautifully illustrated volume presents 16 boutique Iranian hotels and inns, promising pure delight for interior and architecture fans with their successful fusion of Iranian and Western design. From historic houses with magnificent patios to secluded oases and even a hideaway cave, these are some of the most lavish and exciting accommodations in Iran.

▶ Persian hospitality and contemporary lifestyle in some of the finest Iranian hotels

▶ The first ever guide to the country’s hostels and hoteliers, featuring extraordinary photos and immersive texts

▶ With special travel entries on wind towers, concept stores, mud houses, and espresso culture etc.

Thomas Wegmann  PERSIAN NIGHTS  Amazing Boutique Hotels & Guest Houses in Iran

22.3 x 28.7 cm / 8 3/4 x 11 1/3 in | 256 pp. | Hardcover

c. 215 color photographs | English


Europe: March 2021 / Overseas: April 2021
Advancing Horizons is a monograph featuring around sixty of Hans-Georg Esch’s panoramic photographs of cityscapes, skylines and vistas from around the world. Printed across double pages to the highest quality possible, and including reproductions of select details from these photographs, this majestic publication presents Hans-Georg Esch’s peerless approach to the panorama. Accompanying the photographic plates are an introduction to Hans-Georg Esch’s photography and three essays, with illustrations, contextualising the panorama in the history of art, and providing a commentary on the history of cities.

Hans-Georg Esch (born 1964 in Neuwied, Germany) is a renowned architectural photographer and videographer with an international clientele. Widely exhibited in Europe, the U.S.A., and Asia, he is the subject of 24 books. Hans-Georg Esch is supported by Leica Camera for his artistic work.

Karin Rehn-Kaufmann is the Director at Leica Galleries.

Oliver Bennett is the author of Home Grown (2007), and a contributor to Creative Review, Design Week, The Independent, and The Twentieth Century Society.

Michael Collins is an artist and writer. He is Visiting Professor of Photography at the University of Suffolk, and writes for Granta, The Financial Times and The Guardian.

Wolfgang Filser is a Professor of Archaeology at the Winckelmann Institute, Humboldt University in Berlin.

▶ Double-sided panoramic images in excellent quality with motifs from all over the world
▶ An important contribution to contemporary photography
▶ Including interesting essays on the history of the panorama image and a historical insight into the creation of cities and Megacities

Hans-Georg Esch  ADVANCING HORIZONS
46.5 x 27.2 cm / 18⅞ x 10⅞ in. | 244 pp. | Hardcover
96 color photographs and numerous text illustrations | English
ISBN 978-3-96171-327-1 | € 98  $ 150  £ 115

Europe: November 2020 / Overseas: January 2021
advancing horizons
COLLECTOR’S EDITION

Sydney
ISBN 978-3-96171-328-8

Chongqing

Cologne
ISBN 978-3-96171-330-1

► Limited edition of 200 copies
► Including one of three signed giclée-prints in format of 163 x 43 cm (64 1/2 x 17 in.)

Hans-Georg Esch  ADVANCING HORIZONS  Collector’s Edition
46.5 x 27.2 cm / 18 1/2 x 10 1/10 in.  | 244 pp.  | Hardcover, linen with embroidered writing, in a linen slipcase incl. one signed giclée-print, 163 x 43 cm (64 1/2 x 17 in.)
96 color photographs and numerous text illustrations  | English
December 2020  | € 2500  | Only available at www.teneues.com
“stylish wheels in the sunny South of France”
Elle Decoration, UK

“a match made in monochrome heaven”
Amateur Photographer, UK

Back and more gleaming than ever, this new edition of Stars & Cars marks the 100th anniversary of legendary Irish photographer, Edward Quinn. A curation of 150 of Quinn’s finest photographs that captures the jet-set glamour and opulent car design of 1950s Côte d’Azur: Picasso and his Hispano-Suiza, Brigitte Bardot in her Lancia, and the Onassis’ in their Porsche, amongst others. A lavish ride through midcentury joie de vivre, where celebrities from showbiz, art, and aristocracy ride their classic cars through the golden South of France sunshine.

▶ A gorgeous tribute to the “Golden Fifties” on the French Riviera
▶ Movie stars, artists, aristocracy, and exquisite vintage cars
▶ Marking the 100th birthday of Riviera Cocktail photographer, Edward Quinn

Edward Quinn  STARS & CARS
Updated Reprint
27.5 x 34 cm / 10¾ x 13¼ in. | 256 pp. | Hardcover
c. 150 duotone photographs | English / German / French / Spanish / Italian
ISBN 978-3-96171-294-6 | € 50 / $ 65 / £ 45

Europe: January 2021 / Overseas: February 2021
The South of France in the Golden ’50s. The sun is shining and palm trees cast jagged shadows on a polished motor purring up the drive to the Grand Hotel. Irish photographer Edward Quinn delighted in these scenes of Côte d’Azur splendor. Like no other, Quinn captured the essence of the Riviera high society, revealing its glamorous social and cultural life with a subtle and fine sense of humor. This new edition of his Riviera Cocktail has all the fabulous and fascinating ingredients of the era: movie stars and starlets, gamblers and musicians, business magnates and faded nobility—captured out and about on the sparkling Riviera and in more intimate moments.

“A collection of Quinn’s finest images from this time”
www.msn.co.uk

“delightful”
Home House, UK

► 150 photographs from the shimmering 1950s on the Côte d’Azur
► Stars and celebrities on the street, at gala evenings, and in private moments
► The finest vintage images from a total portfolio of over 100,000 negatives
Confinement

During the Covid 19 pandemic and the lockdown many artists were thrown back on themselves and started to work creatively with this unprecedented situation. Shortlist artists from all over the world were asked by the Prix Pictet, the leading award for photography and sustainability, and by British daily newspaper, The Guardian, to show their works from the months of the Corona crisis. The result, Confinement, a complex artistic and cultural portrait of this state of emergency, will remain, when the pandemic itself is history.

A varied examination of 43 photographers with the Corona crisis

Images that will remain in the memory beyond the current situation

With essays by historian Peter Frankopan (The New Silk Roads), as well as by Ugandan novelist Jennifer Nansubuga Makumbi (A Girl is a Body of Water, Kintu, Manchester Happened).
The early life path of Ukraine-born Sergei Polunin was akin to a dancer’s fairytale. A precocious talent. Ballet training in Kiev. Admission to the Royal Ballet School in London at 13. First solo performance at the Royal Ballet at 19. At 20, promotion to the youngest ever principal. Then, at 21, a sudden rupture took place: the superstar Polunin moved on. What could have been the end of an incredible career became another beginning. The dancer met new mentors, went to Russia followed by other countries, conquered fresh audiences and new art forms. Today he is known not only as a dancer and creator of his own productions, but also as an actor and artist.

In this autobiographical book, Polunin presents a stunning selection of photographs from his life and work, but also carries his readers behind the scenes, through his own unique voice sharing the emotional highs and lows of his journey. Along the way, he recounts why he quit alcohol and drugs, why he once took steroids, and the time he laughed so hard on stage that he forgot the dance steps.

- An intimate encounter with the enfant terrible of ballet
- With a comprehensive selection of photos from Polunin’s life on and off stage
- His music video for Hozier’s Take me to Church, shot by David LaChapelle, has 28 million views on YouTube
- With a foreword by Dame Helen Mirren and Albert Watson
A treat for photo lovers! Whether mystical femmes fatales, breathtaking landscapes, or sparkling cityscapes, one thing unites the works of David Drebin: they have swiftly risen the ranks of contemporary art photography. This luxurious, large-format volume brings together 50 of Drebin’s best images, transporting the viewer into epic, dramatic, and cinematic mises en scène.

➤ 50 of the most impactful images from David Drebin’s portfolio

➤ Numbered XXL edition, limited to 500 copies
Only 24 copies still available!

➤ A comprehensive overview of Drebin’s most important and memorable photographs

David Drebin  COLLECTORS EDITION
38 x 48.5 cm / 15 x 19 1/8 in. | 128 pp. | Hardcover | Limited edition of 500 copies, signed and numbered
50 color photographs | English / German / French
ISBN 978-3-96171-283-0 | € 250 £ 225  Not available in North America
Already available at www.teneues.com
The widespread Covid-19 lockdown of Spring and Summer 2020 that had millions of people confined to their homes made for remarkable photographs around the globe. Cities of Silence brings together lockdown pictures from more than 60 cities—all exceptional snapshots of otherwise densely crowded spaces. Free of people, traffic, and much of the habitual advertising we are used to, the aesthetic qualities of each place become more visible: the symmetry of a square or boulevard, the harmony of a facade, the beauty of an empty beach. A document of an extraordinary and challenging period, Cities of Silence also offers us the visual space to imagine a better future.

Beauty amid the suffering and struggle:
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